Suggested four-year plan for the BA in Human Dimensions of Climate Change

**Year 1**

*Fall*
- 3cr ANT101
- 3cr ANT225
- 4cr BIO100
- 5cr gen ed, and/or minor/double major coursework

*Spring*
- 3cr ANT102
- 3cr elective course in HDCC ANT/GEO
- 4cr CHY121/123
- 5cr gen ed and/or minor/double major coursework

**Year 2**

*Fall*
- 4cr PHY111
- 3cr elective course in HDCC ANT/GEO
- 8cr gen ed and/or minor/double major coursework

*Spring*
- 3cr ERS121 or SMS100
- 3cr elective course in HDCC ANT/GEO
- 9cr gen ed and/or minor/double major coursework

**Year 3**

*Fall*
- 3cr elective course in HDCC ANT/GEO
- 3 or 4cr Earth Science or Marine Science track course
- 9 or 8cr gen ed and/or minor/double major coursework

*Spring*
- 15 credits Study abroad or UMaine major/minor/second major coursework

**Year 4**

*Fall*
- 15cr gen ed/major/minor/double major coursework

*Spring*
- 3cr ANT410
- 9cr minor/double major coursework